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ABSTRACT
In some practical applications, the transverse Kerr magne-
to-optic effect in a thin ferromagnetic film, is not as large
in magnitude as desired. Experimentally it has been found, however,
that the presence of a dielectric layer on the magnetic substrate
will increase the effect.
This thesis analyzes the changes in the magnitude of the
effect that are caused by the addition of one or more dielectric
films on the magnetic one. The analysis makes use of the analogy
that exists between the propagation of light through thin films,
and a transmission line problem. The reversal of the magnetiza-
tion of the magnetic film is considered as a small perturbation
to a system of transmission lines. Each line, of different
characteristic impedance, represents a dielectric film. An
expression for the Kerr effect, in terms of the constants of the
dielectric films, is derived.
The result of the analysis, is that the magnitude of the
transverse Kerr effect can be maximized if the proper combination
of films is used. The required combination is shown to be the
same as that required to produce a "non reflecting" coating
on the magnetic substrate. The thickness and the refractive
index for each required film, are obtained.
Thesis Supervisor: Charles C. Robinson
Title: Assistant Professor of
Electrical Engineering
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The properties of a beam of polarized light transmitted
through, or reflected from a material, are altered if the
magnetic state of the material is changed. Faraday first
observed magneto-optic effects (1840 ca.), in the light
1
transmitted through a glass plate located in a magnetic field
Some years later (1870 ca.), Kerr observed analogous chages
2
in the light reflected from the poles of a magnet . Other
experiments followed, and theories that tried to explain the
observations, were given. The historical development of
magneto-optics is of interest, and reference should be made
3
to Robinson for a complete summary.
In a magnetic material, three different Kerr magneto-optic
effects are distinguished; according to the orientation of the
plane of incidence of the light, and the magnetization of the
material, either the longitudinal, or the transverse, or the
polar effects will occur. These effects will be described in
more detail later, but in general they consist of the change
in the plane of polarization and eccentricity of the incident
light, when the magnetization of the sample is altered.
The nature of these effects, makes them effective as tools,
for the optical study of magnetic materials. In particular, the
-1-
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longitudinal Kerr effect has found many applications in
the study of domain structure and magnetic state of
crystals , whiskers5, and thin films of ferromagnetic
materials. The same effect has been also applied in the
study of domain walls motion 7 . The longitudinal effect requires
elaborate measurement techniques and equipment for its
detection, and this represents an inconvenience for its
practical applications. The transverse effect, although easier
to measure (this will be covered in detail later), is smaller
in magnitude. The polar effect is the largest of the three,
but it requires very high magnetic fields in order to obtain
the required magnetization3. New applications of the effects,
were considered with the development of thin film computer
components and circuits 8 If a thin film memory device is
interpreted by optical means, no extra time is required for
restoring the information in the memory, since the reading
is non-destructive. Kleinrock 0 , reports that the total
time required to obtain information out of a memory, by
present destructive magnetic read out, is about 5 microseconds.
Of thdse,, 4 microseconds are spent in returning the memory
to its original state.
Unfortunately, the magnitude of the changes produced in the
Kerr effects is extrimely small. It has been found, however,
that the addition of a dielectric layer on the ferromagnetic
substance, will increase the effects. This increase was first
-3-
detected by Ingersoll , while taking measurements through
the glass substrate of a magnetic film. Later work by Kranz12
and Heinrich13 showed that the Kerr effect may be increased
by the addition of a thin dielectric film, evaporated on
the magnetic film. Cole and Kleinrockl4 measured the increased
Kerr rotation in the case of the longitudinal effect, for
different dielectric layers deposited by evaporation. The
reported increased rotation, was about five times the rotation
obtained with bare magnetic films.
The purpose of this thesis is the determination of the
conditions under which the transverse Kerr effect may be
increased with the addition of one or more dielectric layers.
A combination of dielectric films for which the effect is
maximized, is desired.
The exact analysis of the reflection and the transmission of
light, obliquely incident on the films, and the exact
derivation of the changes induced by a magnetization reversal,
would be a very complicated problem because of the nature
of the equations involved in describing the process. To
simplify the problem, the analysis is restricted to incident
light polarized so that the electric field vector is linearly
polarized in the plane of incidence. For this polarization,
the transverse Kerr effect is manifested only through a
change in the magnitude of the reflected light, when the
magnetization chnages. Further simplification is introduced
-4-
if the thickness of the ferromagnetic film is considered
infinite; if so the expressions fbr'the electric and magnetic
fields inside the ferromagnetic film, become analogous to
the equations that describe the distribuition of voltage
and current along a transmission line with losses. The
propagation of light in the dielectrics is also considered
as a lossless transmission line problem.
The process is then essentially reduced to the analysis
of a series of cascaded transmission lines, each of different
characteristic impedance, terminated in a load impedance that
representW the magnetic film. A :reversal in the magnetization
of the latter, amounts to a change in the load impedance;
because of its magnitude, this change is considered only as
a perturbation. In this fashion, the desired expression for
the change in reflection coefficient at the input of the
lines (the air-dielectric interface), aan be derived. The
expression obtained for the coefficient is then maximized,
and from the conditions for a maximum, the values for the
thickness and index of refraction for the required dielectrics
are obtained.
The.development' f this'thesis may be simmdrized &s follows:
a description of the three Kerr effects is given in the
second chapter. The equations and the reflection coefficients
for the transverse effect are there also.discussed. In the
second chapter, the expression for the impedance of the
-5-.
ferromagnetic film is reduced to a form more apt for
calculations. In the third chapter, the equivalent circuit
for the films is obtained; the expression for the change
in the reflection coefficient is derived and then
maximized. Numerical calculations for iron and permalloy
films, covered by dielectrics, so as to yield a maximum
Kerr effect, are there included. These calculations are
carried out with the aid of the Smith chart. Chapter'four
summarizes briefly the conclusions obtained and
evaluates the results of this thesis. Two appandices are
included, to complete the discussion of chapter three.
CHAPTER II
THE KERR MAGNETO-OPTIC EFFECTS
A. Introduction
On a microscopic level there is no. simple explanation for
the occurence of magneto-optic effects. Only through quantum
mechanical considerations, a complete description of the pheno-
mena may be given. For the purpose of this thesis only the
results derived from theoretical considerations are useful;
these results are contained in the expression for the conducti-
vity in the ferromagnetic medium. Since the medium is magnetized
in a certain direction, the material becomes anisotropic and
the conductivity is then expressed in tensorial form. Some
of the components of the condtctivity tensor, derend on the
magnetization of the sample. FromRobinsonl:
si -Si o
L 0m 0 ('-io o a;
for x,y,z coordinates
0 = complex conductivity of the metal in the absence of magne-
tization.
(f = complex component that depends on the magnetization. Reversal
of magnetization, causes it to change sign.
In the above tensor, the magnetization is assumed in the z
direction, and second order components (related to magneto-resi-
-7-
stance), are neglected. It is convenient at this time to define
certain symbols that will be used throughout this thesis.
Reference to Figure 1 will be helpful.
Ap :the subscript indicates that A is linearly polarized
in the plane of incidence.
As :the subscript indicates that A is linearly polarized
perpendicularly tb the plane of incidence.
I *indicates that A is a complex quantity.
R :magnitude of a reflected electric field vector.
I :magnitude of an incident electric field vector.
= Qo exp(-jq) :Voigt parameter. This complex number is
related to the compoment of the conducti-
vity tensor, .Q changes sign with magneti-
zation reversal.
M :the vectorial magnetization of the sample.
NJ :index of refraction of dielectric 1. It is a real number.
NM :complex index of refraction of a metal. Usually expressed
as NM * m(i-jk), where m and k are real; m is then called
index of refraction, and k is the index of absorption.
91 :the angle of incidence in dielectric 1.
UM :complex angle of incidence in the metal.
Other symbols, not included here, will be defined at the time
they are used.
The three Kerr effects are described in general, by the
following set of equations,relating the incident and reflected
electric field vectors:
-8-
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rpp 4 rp (II-2)
Rs rspi p + rsss (11-3)
The coefficients of the I's are reflection coefficients and
3,15-their derivation is very involved * They are derived from
the solution of Maxwell's equations, subject to the proper
boundary conditions, in the dielectric medium and in the
anisotropic medium of conductivity .
B. The lonpitudinal and the polar Kerr effects
The'candition for the- occurrence of the longitudinal effect,
is that the magnetization of the sample must be parallel
to the surface of the sample, and parallel to the plane of
incidence of the light. This effect is manifested in the
rotation of the axis of polarization of the incident
radiation, and in a change in the eccentricity of this
radiation.
When the maCnetization of the metallic sample is
perpendicular to the surface of the sample, then the polar
Kerr effect takes place. In thin films, the- direction
of magnetization perpendicular to the surface of the film,
is a direction of "hard" magnetization, that is it requires
a very high external magnetic field to produce it; this is
-10-
a reason for not using the polar Kerr effect.
C. The transverse Kerr effect
A sifnplified-desbription of the mechanism of' the ti.ansverse
Kerr effect, based on an even simpler Hall effect model, will
prove to be useful. Reference should be made to Figure 2. The
magnetization of the sample for the case of the transverse
effect, is parallel to the surface of the sample and perpendicular
to the plane of incidence. A linearly polarized beam of
incident light, of arbitrary direction of polarization, can be
thought of as two linearly polarized components; as indicated
in the Figure 2, one of the components (I P), is polarized in the
plane of incidence, while the other (IS ) is perpendicular to it.
The reflected wave, in the absence of magnetization will consist
of two components: Rp and Rs. When the sample is magnetized as
shown, an additional component Rk, is either added or subtracted
to R , according to the direction of magnetization. The R.
component is unaffected. On the basis of a simple model, this
is explained as follows: the component of I in the y direction,
will induce a current J in the sample. The induced current is
y
perpendicular to the magnetization M, thus a Lorentz force acts
in the i x direction. This force can be thought of as an electric
field Ek. Ek, is then the electric field responsible for the
additional component Rk. The only current that the vector Is
-11-
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could induce, would be parallel to the direction of M; no
force would result and consecuently Rs is not affected. Thus
as a result of this discussion, it should be realized that
for light polarized in the plane of incidence, the only
change introduced by the transverse Kerr effect, is a change
in the magnitude of the reflected light.
The equations and the reflection coefficients involved
in the transverse effect are given below15 :
rss =
rpp
rppk 
=
NJ cos@ 1
N1 cos9
R = (r + k )I
p pp ppk p
+ NMcosQM
NMcos91 
- N cosUM
NMcos91 + NicosOM
j2Q(N )2sin@gcos91
2
(NMcos9 1 + N 1Cos5M)
("1-4)
(11-5)
(II-6)
(I1-7)
(11-8)
These expressions are derived for a "bare" ferromagnetic film,
that is, for a film inmersed in a dielectric 1 only. It is
Rs = rssIs
-13-
important to note that as the magnetization is reversed, Q,
changes sign, thus r changes sign also.
D. Propapation in the ferromapxnetic medium
The problem of the transmitted radiation in the magnetic
material, is now treated in more detail. The nomenclature
for the electric and magnetic fields'involveg will be different
than the one used so far. The new representation is more
convenient since it is customarily used in transmission line
16 1theory. The equations for these fields are reported below15.
Refer to Figure 3.
E EMx +exp(-YMy) + EMx-exp(+My) (11-9)
HMz 4- Eexp(- My-) - EMx.exp(4My+j ) (II-10)
= 
-singM + jQcosQM '
cosyM + jQsin@M
-sinUM 
- jQcosUM
EMy-.. = cosUM - jQsingM x- (II-12)
-- NMcosUM
where: M c
SccosM (11-14)
-14--
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and arctan(Q tan UM) (11-15)
c = speed of light in vacuum
= permeability of free space
The equations presented have some similarity with the equations
for a lossy transmission line. For the case of no magnetization,
that is =0, they reduce to transmission line equations. If the
magnetic medium is considered infinitely long, the exponential
terms with a negative exponent may be neglected. Under this
approximation the ratio of the incident electric field in the
y direction, to the incident magnetic field in the z direction
becomes:
EMX EMx+ 
-- , oc 
_S Mexp(j) cosM ex(y (-16)
HMz MN1y+ M
This ratio will be used later on, as the impedance that
characterizes the ferromagnetic medium. For use in calculations
and for future analytical work, it is convenient to replace
the expression for the impedance, obtained above, to a form
in which the dependence on the angle of incidence, and on the
indices of refraction of the materials involved, is more
explicit. The expression forf will first be analyzed:
arctan(Ztan7M) (11-17)
sin9M
but tanUM = _i- (11-18)
co s@M
-16-
SSin (11-19)
tnM (-2 - -NM2 sin;) 2  but from Snell's
law:
N 1 s inG1 =Nqs inQM
N- sinQ1
( M (singQ) 2  (11-20)
and replacing the value of the complex index in terms of
its real and imaginary parts (m and k):
N sinG1
(m2-m2k2- sin j)+ 4m4k
-2kcm2
exp(-$'arctan 2_ 2) (11-21)
2 m2-mn2k-NI s in291
A / by definition (11-22)
then, from 11-17, and the above erpression:
arctan(QOA /-q+c4 ) (11-23)
define:
QOAg=-+ ck (11-24)
then:
arctan(w) (11-25)
from the theory of functions of complex variables1 7 :
arctan(7) ln( (11-26)
define:
Z T (11-27)
ln(T) = 1n (Re T) 2 + (Im ) + jarctan (I-82 j(Re z
-17-
Substitution of II-24, into II-27 yields:
j+Q Acos(diq) + jQ0As in (t~-q)
Z= - (II-29)
J-Q0Acos (dq) - jQ0Asin(d-q)
The rationalization of the above expression allows the
separation of real and imaginary parts:
1- Q22
Re(z)*= 0  (II-30)
QgAosid -q) + j1 - QoAsin(ot+q))2
-2Q Acos(a+g)
QoAcos ( --q) + (1- Q Asin(d-aq)(-
Substitution of the two equations above, in 11-25, gives:
- l 1-2Qesind a) + arctan(2Q Acos(d a-;q)) (II-32)
In the above expression, terms that involved second or
higher powers of Q were neglected. As it will be shown
in the calculations, this approximation is justified by
the measured values of Q% in the order of .01. From 11-32
the expression for the impedance of the ferromagnetic film
is easilg obtained. Recall 11-16 :
~Zj4 = exp(j )
- = cos74 exp -Q 0 Asin(L.,q) + jQ0Acos(CK+q) (11-33)
Actually the expression for j substituted into 11-16, has
been further simplified, considering that Q0A<<1.
When the magnetization of the material is reversed, the sign
-18-
of is reversed also. Since the magnitude of is small,
the change in the film inpedance with magnetization
reversal may be approximated as:
= 
2 j (11-34)
The result above is obtained considering the expansion
of exp(a)= 1+ a + ) + .. , when the magnitude of a,
is small compared to 1.
CHAPTER III
INCREASE OF THE TRATSVERSE KERR EFFECT
A. Introduction
The purpose of the present chapter is to analyze the
increase of the transverse Kerr effect by the addition of
dielectric films.First, an equivalent circuit for the
combination of films is obtained. Each dielectric film is
represented as a lossless transmission line with a characte-
ristic impedance related to the refractive index of the
dielectric. The ferromagnetic film is represented as a
complex impedance terminating the cascaded system of lines.
Expressions for the change in reflection coefficient at the
air-dielectric surface (analogous to rOpk for the case of the
bare ferromagnetic film), are derived for different
combinations of films.
The first case to be considered is that of one dielectric
only, on the magnetic film. The expression for the change in
reflection coefficient is derived and then maximized with respect
to the thickness and the refractive index of the dielectric.
Because of the complexity of the equations encountered in the
derivation, the index required for a maximum changeccannot
--19-
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be easily obtained analytically; recourse is made to graphical
aids. The Smith chart is employed to this end, and the
refractive index is thus obtained.
The addition of another dielectric to the previous
combination of films is considered next. Again the change
in reflection coefficient at the air-dielectric interface is
obtained and maximized. As a result of the analysis, it is
possible to show that the magnitude of the transverse effect
cannot be increased beyond a certain value, regardless of
the number of dielectric films employed.
Sample calculations, at the end of the chapter, are
carried out for the case of iron and for permalloy films.
These, calculations cOmplement nd'complet-e the theoretical
exposition.
B. Transmission line analogy
The treatment of the propagation of light through a
system of films, as a tranmission line, or network problem,
has been applied often for the solution of optical problems,'
The main advantage obtained in making use of this analogy
is that well established techniques from transmission line
theory, can be directly applied. For a complete discussion
-21-
on the one-to-one correspondence between transmission line
theory and the theory of the opticel behavior of thin films,
reference should be made to Adler, Chu and Fano2 0
For the purpose of this thesis, the following assumptions
are made:
a) the polarization of the incident plane electromagnetic
wave is such that the magnetic field vector is parallel to
the surface of the film.
b) the dielectric films are considered lossless, that is their
refractive indices are real numbers.
c) the refractive indices are not .frequency dependent,
d) at the frequencies considered, the permeability of the
dielectrics is the same as the permeability of free space.
Under these conditions, and for an angle of incidence 9:
Z = characteristic impedance = Moc cosQ
propagation factor = +(II-2)
= 0 for non-absorbing media (III-3)
= ccsQ (111-4)
Figure 4, shows a system of two dielectric films and their
equivalent circuits. The angles of incidence and the refrative
indices for each film are related through Snell's law:
Njsin@1 = N2 sing2 = N 0 singo (III-5)
-22-
If a magnetized film is covered by the combination of
dielectrics, the equivalent circuit is then the same as the
circuit in Figure 4, terminated in ZM (see page 17). It is
assumed that the ferromagetic film is thick enough so that
its representati6n.in terms of Z is valid".
With the equivalent circuit for the films,at hand, by
direct application of transmission line theory, the expression
for the change in reflection coefficient is derived.
Case 1 - One dielectric film on the magnetic substrate.
Reference should be made to Figure 5. The changes induced by
a reversal of the magnetization (from -ito + ) are goinC
to be treated as perturbations. Then the chsnge produced
by magnetization reversal is twice the change produced in
going from a state of no magnetizationA( =O), to a state
of positive magnetization (+y).
for =0 (y=O) V (111-6)
Y + Z
for +F [(y0) = 1, (I11-7)
aflf +Z
The symbol r indicates a reflection coefficient, that is
the ratio of the reflected to the incident electric field.
-23-
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Its subscript indicates the medium in which the reflection
coefficient is taken. The superscript (') indicates the
reflection coefficient for the case when there is magnetization
(perturbed). To evaluate the change of the coefficient, the
following approximation is used:
let F(x)=any function of x
Sx = a small chance of x (III-8)
then: F(x+ Sx) = F(x) + 6F(x) = F(x) + Sx at ,=o
Then: -2 ZM Zi
1 y) = jM )2 (-11f9)
(Z 1 Z J)atj =
substitution of the values for the impedances Sives:
2NM Ni cosol cosUM
= §arctan(Q tanM - -c 2
-McosQ1 + N 1 cosQM )
since Q0 is small
21M sin1  N1 cos 1(
( NMcosQ + Nlcos5M )2
from 111-5
(III-10)
j 2 Q N1 sing, cos9
.- 2
(INM cosQ1 + IT cos9M
(111-12)
Comparison with 11-8, shosr that the expression derived
above is r . The next step is the evaluation of the reflection
coefficient at y=-d:
(-d) = 7'(0) exp(-2jYd) (III-13)
-26-
thus
= $ (0) exp(-2j5 d)
the impedance presented by the films at y=-d,
(III-14)
is:
Z'(-d) = Z
Z1
1 + fI'(-d)
1 - V.(-d)
1 + P(-d) + (-d)
1 - E(-d) -(-d)
again consider 6I(-d) small enough, so that the change
impedance at y=-d, is:
&P (-d)1
Finally,
2
z1 j1 2 (111-17)
the reflection coefficient at the air- dielectric
interface
Z'(-d) - z
Z'(-d) + Zo
+
*1'
Io(-a)
- Z
+ z 0
+ (111-18)
(111-19)
again the approximation 111-8 is used yielding:
2 Z
IiZ(-d) + Z0 )
substitution from 111-17,
(111-20)2
gives:
j8ZO exp(-2j d) Z (111-21)
[(-d)+ Zl [1 - (-dj)M +ZI
Sr (-d)
(111-15)
(111-16)
in the
S(-d) S eo(-d)
ro'(-d) = 8 f (-d)
$o (-d) =
-27-
or alternatively, by substitution from 111-15,
- Z
(-) j8y Zoexp(-2j d)([Z + t (-d)[Z,-Z~ + Z, + Zj
(111-22)
The magnitude of this last expression is of interest since
it is the observable change in the reflected light, when the
magnetization changes, thus:
01(-d) = 8 ZF 
_ z
M1] (-d) (Z -Z +Zj +Zol
(111-23)
This exporession will now be maximized with respDect to the
length and the impedance Z, of the dielectric film. According
to the magnitude of Z1 , relative to Zo, two different situations
arise: 1) Zj> Z0 and 2) Z1 <Z.
1 ) Zg> Z0
under this condition
(111-24)
(III.25)Zi -Zo > 0
and it is apparent from 111-24, that for any Z1 , the
value will occur if:
(d IP(-d) 1800
-P (-d)
- j~ (0)
these conditions imply that if:
(0) = / (0)
-2 a + G(0) = : 1800then
maximum
(111-26)
(111-27)
(111-28)
(111-29)
(III-30)
-28-
finally the length of the dielectric required for a maximum is:
d *180, + 9(0) ("'1-31)
Now the expression 111-24, will be maximized with respect to
the characteristic impedance Z1 of the dielectric. By
substitution of 111-28 in 111-20 and rearranging ( under
condition 111-30, Z(-d) is a real quantity ):
Sr -- Z -
Z(-dl) 2 1i + Z/(d
.-. P ( d ) j rz (- d ) 2 / Z(- d )
Z(-d) [1 + Z0/Z(-d)] 2
(111-32)
(III-33)
in. Appendix 1, it is shown that j jis independent of both d
and Z1 , when eith.' condition 111-31 or 111-39 is satisfied. Then:
--- _Z(-a Z /Z(-ad)I -)o(-d)Ima = 2 S(-d) U1 +
ma Z(-da) 1 + ZO/Z (-d 12 (111-34)max
the expression in the bracket is a simple function that
reaches a maximum for :
z(-d) = z
0 (111-35)
that is when the impedance of the dielectric film used, is
such that it matches the impedance of the ferromagnetic film
to the impedance of the air. The maximum value obtained is:
QP,(-d) m z(-d)
I max 2 Z (-d)
(111-36)
In terms of the results of Appendix 1, the above expression
I
is also equal to:
srf (-d) 'ma1 1 IJ IMI
max 2 Re(IM)
(111-37)
2) Z1< Z
for this second possible condition, the analysis is very
similar as in the previous case, except that now in order to
have a maximum for 111-24, the following must be true:
P1 (-d) = (-d)/ 0'
1 (0)
G(O) = 2(ld
d = 2 ( )
(111-38)
(111-39)
:(11'=40)
('II 9.4)
The maximization with respect to Z is identical as in the pre-
vious case, and again the Z1 required for a maximum is the
one that allows 111-35 to be satisfied.
Figures 6 and 7, show (for an hypothetical material) the
procedure explained, above, on Smith charts. Calculations at the
end of this chapter will compare the numerical values for the
Kerr effect, in bare films, and for films coated with a dielectric
as' des'cribed above.
then:
AT POINT I :
AT POINT 2 : V-0/2.1 where ?()w2.
ONE DIELECTRIC MATCHING OF THE MAGNETIC FILM
FIGUR E 6
-30-
do* zZ, > Zo
AT POINT I
AT POLNT 2
~.c-~) /a6 Z(-C) = ec
ONE DIELECTRIC MATCHING OF THE FERROMAGNETIC FILM
FIlG U R E 7
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Z<Z.
-32-
Nothing has beeli said, so far, about actually calcu-
lating the required valttfor Z1. To obtain this value, 111-35
must be solved. Rewriting 111-35 in a modified form, with
-substitution from 111-15,
1 + (-d)
ZO ='Z 1- (111-42)
1 - (-d)
but from 111-28:
- = Z.. ..-- (111-43)
1 + (0)
and from 111-6:
HM+ Z -_Z1J
-= Z (II-44)
analytical solution of the above equation is very involved,
and numerical methocb should be used. Straightforward- numerical
solution is given in Appendix 2; it &.lso~ regiUres a great
deal of computation and time' A rapid solution of 111-44
is obtained through the use of the Smith chart, stressing once more
the value of the application of transmission line techniques
to optical problems. In this method, the only computation
required is the norinalization of the ferromagnetic film
impedance for several value of Z ( a simple division ).
Through a proper rotation on the Smith chart, for each
Z, considered, the corresponding value for Z(-d) is
obtained and compared to Z0. Thbprobedura is repeted until
-33-
111-35 is satisfied. This is done in the calculations at the
end of this chapter. These calculations show an increase in
the Kerr effect, by proper dielectric coating, of about 1.5
times the effect in a bare ferromagnetic film.
Case 2 - Two dielectric films on the magnetic substrate.
The-equivalent circuit for the system considered, is shown
on Figure 8. The value for the' change in the reflection
coefficient at the surface between the air and dielectric 2
is desired. Using a procedure entirely analogous as for Case 1,
the following expressions are derived:
S2(-d)
)2 (-f)
Zff(-f ).
2 Z
2-
Z(-d)2 2
= P(-d) exp(-2j 1)
1 +
- z2
1 -r(f
Srz(-f) =r2(-f ) 2
1 - r2(-f) 2
- z(-f) -Z
Z(-f) + z0
(111-45)
(111-46)
(111-47)
(111-48)
(111-49)
~ = S f ) 2Z2
Z(-f ) + Z 2
(111-50)
(o-f)
-34-
FERROMAGNETIC
AIR
DIELECTRIC-I
DIELECTRIC 2
ZO ZI Z2
Y=-f Y =-d Y=O
EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT
FI G U RE 8
t
-35-
- Z(-d)8exp (-2j i)Zo 2 -
d Z-) +7, Z)((- f ) +Z1 1- '12 (~ f'41
Again in complete analogy with the previous
I f'~I
case, maximum
is obtained when:
1-for 2 o
)= I / ±1 800
zo
2-f'or Z2 ( Z0
Z =
0
2(-f )I
When the above conditions are the change in reflection
coefficient at the air-dielectric 2 interface, cannot be
increased anymore by changing the parameters for film 2.
Furthermore, the results obtained are valid for any Z(-d)
and for any
conditions is
Z(-d). If either one of the above
satisfied, then as in the
set of
case of one film
only:
-f) Imax 1 zf (. -i) (111-56)
The next step in this discussion, is the choice of the dielectric
the largest valub"for 'thright hand side
(111-51 )
(111-52)
(111-53)
(111-54)
(111-55)
= Z(-) C1
satisf ied,
I
film 1, that: yields
2(-f)
-36-
of 111-56. From Appendix 1:
IZ(-d)
Re [Z(-d]
(111-57)
Evaluating the right side of the above expression, from 111-15:
Z(-d)
Re[Z(-d)]
2 (-d)
1 - (-d)] 2 Re
1[1+ I (-d)1- ()
rat ionali zin g ( * indicates complex conjugate of
z ~(-d)f
Re
2 (-d)
1- (-d) 2
):
1
1 + (-d)] [1- (-d)]
[i-f(-d)] [i1 f(-d)]*
I
I
1-
1-
from 111-13 and from 111-14 :
2 1 s1(o)
1- (O)I
fro 111-6 and
$(-d) 2
f (-d) 2
(11-60)
( III-61 )
111-9:
4 1 J 
_Z _
-
M 1j 2 -% .z 
1 2 (111-62)
(111-58)
(111-59)
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and finally from..Appendi:1111
e ) (111-63)
Re( )
It is very important, at this point, to note that the
above expression is is independent of any parameter of
film 1 . The expressionwas derived in a completely general
form, making no restriction whatsoever on Z(-d). The
interpretation of 111-63, is very logical in view of the
discussion for Case 1: once the impedance of the magnetic
film is matched to the impedance of the air, no further
increase of the change in reflection coefficient is possible,
regardless of the number of dielectric films added. The
maximum value-that can be obtained , for the transverse Kerr
effect, is given by 111-37.
However, the results obtained also show that the matching
of the ferromagnetic film, can be obtained with any number
of dielectrics since the result from Case 2, are general.
This is of importance, because for a given magnetic film,
it may be impossible to find a substance int hature, with
the refractive index necessary for a one film matching.
If so, any convenient combination of films of fixed indices,
can be used for the match. Many references exist, on the
20,21
subject of several dielectrics non-reflecting coatings .
-38-
One particular combination, of two dielectric films,
should be simple enough, and should provide sufficient
flexibility for the matching of several substances. The
first film, should be designed to give a convenient real Z(-d).
The task of the second dielectric film would then be that
of matchin'g Z(-d) to the air impedance Z0 . This second
film would be what is commonly called a "quarter wave
transformer' 21,and the parameters of this second film
should be:
1 4 (II-64)
(whereA 2 1s the wavelength of the light in the dielectric)
and:
( Z2 )2 = Z(-d) Z 0 (III-65)
C. Calculations for Iron and for Permalloy films
The values for the Kerr effect, in bare or coated
films of iron and permalloy are obtained and compared..The
values for the dielectric films required to give a maximum
effect are obtained. In the case of permalloy films, the
calculations show that the n meinical method e-2scr bed; using
-39-
Smith charts, do not yield an answer. The' reason why this is
so is explained in Appendix 2. Parameters for the magnetic
films were obtained from Robinson3. The angle of incidence is 65 .
All impedances will be scaled down by the common factor ( c ).
IRON FILM
m = 2.30
k:= 1.54
Q = 25 x 10
q = 00
9 = 650
measured at light 2 =.492 microns
ITO = 1 for air
a) Calculation of the ferromagnetic impedance:
cos9 ( 1 -sin2 M ) 1/2COS9M- I- 2-n T
C
N s 2  1/2
m2 (1 -jk) 2
1
.991 / -2
IM
(1II-66)
m(1-jk)
.234 /55L
.134 + j .192
(11-67)
-40-
b) Calculation of jf:
-sin GMtan9m
MCOS 1M
multiply top and bottom of the above expression by NM, apply
Snell's law, and substitute from 111-66:
N singo
sin650
2.30 (1-j1.54) .991/-2
.222 / 590 (111-68)
A/A
-QAsin(dk-q) + j Q0Acos(d -q)
-- -(.025)(.222)sin(590 ) + J (.025)(.222)cos(590
- - -.00475+J.00285 (111-69)
- .00555 / 121
c) Calculation of the macnitude of rpp, for the bare iron film:
substitution into II-8 yields:
-41-
2 (.025) sin(650 )cos (650)
rp pk 991/-2 + 2.30(1-j1.54)] 2
.0031,5 (111-70)
= H .568
d) Calculation of the magnitude of the maximum change
obtainable for the properly coated film:
2 Re
- (15)(.234)
(111-71)
_ 1 ~ .875
.00485
e) Calculation of the impedance of the dielectric film
required for a match: Refer to Figure 9.
Values foriM/Zl, for different values of Z1 , are calculated and
tabulated on page 43. The Smith chart is entered at these
differeht ooints and through the proper rotation, the
corresponding values of Z(-d)/Z 1 are read off the chart.
GRAPHICAL SOLUTION FOR THE CHARACTERISTIC
IMPEDANCE OF THE DIELECTRIC
( IRON FILM )
FIG URE 9
-42-
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Graphical solution by means of the Smith chart
z z - Point
-yUo,
(iron film)
Z ( -d)
.05 2.70+j4.00
.07 1.92+j2.70
.073 1.82+j2.63
.08 1.67+j2.40
.095 1.40+J2.00
1.110 1.20+jl.70
.15 .90+jl.28
.20 .67+j..99
.30 .44+j .66
.40 .33+J .49
.50 .27+j .39
.60 .22+j .33
.70 .19+j .28
.80 *17+j .25
.90
1.00
1.20
.15+j
1
2
x
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
.22
.13+j .19
.11+j .16
9
6.3
5.8
5.5
4 .8
4.3
3.6
3.3
3.8
.23
.20
.18
.16
.15
.13
.11
.45
.44
.42 MATCH
.44
.45
.47
.54
.66
.99
1.72
.12
.12
.13
.13
.14
.13
.19
TABLE 1
Tabulation of the data obtained from Figure
Zo = .423 i' = .134 +
9.
j .192
(iron f i m)
-44-
The impedance that Sives the required matching is then
Z1= .073
f) Increase of the transverse Kerr effect for the iron film
Effect in the film and dielectric
1.54
Eff'ect in the bare film
PERMALLOY FILM
m = 1.54
kt = 1974
atk = .492 microns
Q= .0126
-q = 380
0o = 65
The calculations are carried out in the same way as for the
iron film, and only the results will be given.
a) ferromagnetic impedance:
rIm = .331 / 580
= .176 + j.280
b) calculation of'
.0036 ( .985 + j .181 )(111-73)
.0036 / 10.4
-45-
c) magnitude of rppk
-= j .622 (111-74)
-- .00224
d) maximum value of the effect:
o(-d) = j *94 (III-75)
.00338
e) calculation of the required impedance :
as stated before, the method of the Smith chart does not
Give an answer, other than Z, = 0 or infinity. The reason for
this, is explained in Appendix 2.
f) increase of the Kerr effect : ='1.51 (111-76)
-46-
CHAPTER IV
CONCLUSION
The results of the analysis developed in this thesis can be
summarized in the following conclusions. The transverse:
Kerr magneto-optic effect is increased by the addition of
one or more dielectric films on the ferromagnetic film,
For the combination of dielectric films that prodndes a
non reflecting coating on the ferromagnetic film, the
transverse effect is maximized. Under conditions for this
maximum, the magnitude of the Kerr effect is calculated to
be about 1.5 times the magnitude of the effect in bare films
of iron and permalloy. The parameters (thickness and index of
refraction), for the dielectric films that give the non
reflecting coating, are derived. A graphical procedure
using the Smith chart is used in obtaining the value for the
necessary index of refraction, in the case of matching with
one dielectric film only. The procedure, tested for iron and
for permalloy films, gave useful results only in the case of
iron.
APPENDIX 1
Evaluation of the expression 
_
From 111-15 and 111-17:
$z(-d)
Z(-d)
1- j (-d)
1 --
1+ f11(-d)
from 111-14:
2
1 - [2
111-9:
= (-d) 
- 2
[- P, (-d] 2
)exp(-2j d) 2 ... 27
[1- P,(-d )12( n+Z )2
-, =4(jf )exp(-2j
now, if either 111-31
zi
lip,(O)j /9 0)-r
or 111-41 is satisfied:
zi
= (4j Q ( f,+z 1 ) 2
(Al .5)
(o)I 2
upon substitution from 111-9, the magnitude of the above
expression becomes:
(Al *1)
using
(Al.2)
(Al .3)
(Al*
(.0) exp (-2j d)
da) . 2i ( +Z ) 1-
z i
I- zi 
2
2
Im( 1m)I 2
M 4 Re( r)Z 1
Re ( %)
(Al .8)
(Al .9)
Note: if 111-31, or 111-41, are not satisfied, then it follows
directly from A1.5 that:
Re( IM)
that is to say:
Re( Mmax
I +Z 11
(Al .6)
(A1.J)
zi
J49
(Al .10)
(Al .11 )
+ jIm( ) -Re ( rm)-Z, 2-_
S'Z(-d)
Z (-d)
Re(4+Z
APPENDIX 2
ANALYSIS OF EQUATION 111-44 (PAGE 32)
.In solving for the impedance required to match the
impedance of a permalloy film, using one dielectric film
only, it was fotind that the Smith chart graphical solution
gave no answer. Data obtained, by this method for the permalloy
film, is tabulated in Table 2.(No value for Z between .05 and
3, gave the desired value for Z(-d).
The purpose of the present Appendix is to discuss the reasons
why the Smith chart procedure should be useful in the case of the
iron film ( IM= .234 / 5 ), and fail for permalloy films
( 1 M .331/580_). It would be of interest to know for what
ranges of ferromagnetic impedance the method is successful.
In order to explain the results, equation 111-44 is solved
by a different procedure. Let:
.= a + jb =Re(r) + j Im(%) (A2.1)
Then 111-44 becomes:
(a+Z )2  1 2 (a-Z + b
Zo= Z1 21 - 2 2, (A2.2)
(a+Z 1) 2 + b (a-Z,) 2 + bn
Also let:
(0) = x (A2.3)
0 L A 1, -2.4)
-50-
Graphical solution by means of the Smith Chart (permalloy film):
z 1
.05
.08
.09
.10
.15
.17
.18
.20
.30
.40
.50
.60
.80
1.00
2.00
2.50
3.00
/Zi
3.52+35.60
2.20+j3.50
1.93+33.11
1 .76+j2.80
1 .17+J1 .87
1 .02+31 .65
.98+31 .56
.88+31 .40
.58+J .93
.44+j .70
.35+3 .56
.29+j .46
.22+j .35
.17+J .28
.o8+j .14
.07+j.112
.05+3 .09
TABLE 2
=.1 76 + j.280 Permalloy
Z(-d)/Z 1
from chart
12.5
8.o
7.2
6.8
4.8
4.4
4.2
4.0
3.6
3.7
.26
.24
.19
.16
.08
.07
.05
desired
8.44
5.28
4.70
4.22
2.82
2.49
2.35
2.111
1.41
1.05
.84
.70
.52
.42
.21
.16
.14
Zo = .423
-51-
then 111-44, can also be expressed as:
z1 1 + X
z 0 1 1 x
both in A2.2 and in A2.5:
use the upper sign for
use the lower sign for
Zi > Z0
Z (Z
the right side ofA2.5, is plotted as a function of x (refer
to Figure 10), and it is independent of the ferromagnetic film
used. The left side of A2.5, is then rewritten substituting
the value of x, from 111-6:
Ia+jb-Zl
ja+ jb+ZI
(a-Z1 )2 + b2
(a+Z ) 2 + b
2
(A2 .,8)
(A2.9)
solving for Z,/z 0 , from the above equation:
ZJ/Zo =
+1 x2+1 2
-- a --, -(a2+b2)
Z" 1-x
(A2.1 0)
a (x2 +1)
Z(0 1-x2)
since Z, must be real, then:
2X2+ 4 2
2r 2L1i-xJ eh a
2
-+b2
solving for x, from the above inequality, and remembering that the
upper bound on the value of x is 1:
(A2.5)
(A2*6);
(A2.7)
or:
(A2.1 1)
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I a2 + b2- a
.1 x 7 2, 2 1 (A2.12)
a + b + a
or in terms of the magnetic impedance:
-Re(
1 & x R )(A2.13)
Re( ri)
for x=1, and for Z1 > z 0 Z /Zo --- infinity (A2.14)
for x=1, and for Z, < Z0  Z/Z-- 0 (A2.15)
I M I-Re ( M
for x= Z /Zo= Re(Y)M)/Zo (A2.16)
M +Re( r)
with the information given by the four relations above it is
possible to plot the shape of A2.10. This is done in Figure 11.
When both A2.10, and A2'5, are plotted on the same graph
their intersection (if any),; 5;ives the desired solution for
zi.
The procedure just described is used for both permalloy and
iron films (refer to Figure 12). For the case of the iron film
the two curves intersect giving as a solution Zi= .065; this
result is in complete agreement with the result given by the
Smith chart, if the slide rule and the graphical errors
involved are considered. The case for the permalloy film,
again shows no solution since the two curves do not intercept,
and are asyptotic at x=0 and x=infinity.
I
ZI)
Zo
zLo
m- RE(ln) O
+ RE(In) x
GRA PH OF EQUAT I ON A2. O
F G U R E II
FI G U R E 12
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